SINGAPORE @ HOME
PROGRAMME
07.08.2021

LINE-UP
10AM SGT

10:00 AM

LIVE MAIN SHOW

(SGT,GMT+8)

Hosted by Hossan Leong, the main show features recollections and conversations of what
home means to both local and overseas Singaporeans.
It will feature celebrities such as Kumar, Irene Ang, Sylvia Chan and Suhaimi Yusof sharing on
the topics of food, COVID-19 and our new normal, the future, and what makes Singapore
home. Documentary style short films will highlight places in Singapore such as the changing
landscapes of Tiong Bahru and the Rail Corridor, and feature profiles that have returned
home to chase the Singapore Dream and those who rallied together during the COVID-19
pandemic. Singaporeans overseas will share on their decision to relocate, their experiences
in these foreign countries, and what they miss most about Singapore.
There will also be performances by local artistes Taufik Batisah, Disco Hue and brb. Last but
not least, Dick Lee closes the show with a performance of "Home", which he wrote when
feeling homesick while working overseas.

11:30 AM
(SGT,GMT+8)

DISCOVER SINGAPORE WALKING TOURS:
MORNING SKYLINE AT MARINA BAY
We explore Singapore's famous attractions, enjoy delicious local food, and check out sights and
sounds in Singapore that our global SGN community has voted for.
In part 1, we explore Singapore’s morning skyline and the Marina Bay area.

12:00 PM
(SGT,GMT+8)

AROUND THE WORLD SPOTLIGHT (USA):
COOKING WITH EMILY
Get a glimpse into the life of Emily Lim, Chef and Founder of Dabao Singapore, as she takes you
to some of her favourite food spots in San Francisco and recreates a taste of home.
Bio: Singapore-born and bred, Emily fell in love with California and moved to San Francisco in 2014 to
build her professional experience in fine dining and casual dining establishments. With her undying
love for the hustle, a long-term commitment to heritage foods and food culture, and a deep desire to
build cultural bridges and to give back, she grasped the opportunity to create something that was
missing in San Francisco - authentic Singaporean hawker foods.
Birthed during the pandemic in hopes to provide jobs for her peers, Dabao Singapore comes from
the heart as an homage to her female ancestors who used to peddle foods for a living in
developing Singapore.

12:15 PM
(SGT,GMT+8)

AROUND THE WORLD SPOTLIGHT (USA):
PERFORMANCE BY NAT HO
Find out what actor-singer Nat Ho misses about home and listen to his covers of some
crowd favourites as well as his new single, ‘Next Better Playa’.
Bio: Nat Ho’s music career started in 2004 when he became one of Singapore Idol’s top 30
contestants. Following that, he has been a model, host and actor, landing lead roles in English and
Mandarin drama and variety series on Mediacorp Channel 5 and Channel 8 and performing in
live shows.

In 2012, he released his first EP, Unleashed. He followed that with a Mandarin mini-album,
“Second Male Lead” in Taiwan in 2014, where the lead single, “Lonely Detective” broke into Top 10
on a number of radio charts. In 2015, he came back to Singapore to shoot the long-form drama,
Tanglin, and subsequently released the singles “Snakes and Ladders” and “Battleship” in 2017
and 2018 respectively. In 2019, he moved to LA to study Music Production at Icon Collective.

12:30 PM
(SGT,GMT+8)

DISCOVER SINGAPORE WALKING TOURS:
LUNCHTIME AT RAFFLES PLACE
We explore Singapore's famous attractions, enjoy delicious local food, and check out sights
and sounds in Singapore that our global SGN community has voted for.
In part 2, we spend lunch time in Singapore’s CBD, Raffles Place.

1:00 PM
(SGT,GMT+8)

PLAY: GRANDMOTHER TONGUE BY WILD RICE
ADVISORY 16- CONTENT MORE SUITED FOR PERSONS 16 YEARS AND ABOVE

In a Singapore where dialects have been losing relevance for generations, Grandmother
Tongue traces a young man’s struggle to connect with his 84-year-old Teochew-speaking
grandmother. Along the way, he begins to understand just what it means to spend decades in
linguistic and cultural exile.
Thomas Lim’s funny, insightful play examines the social costs of our mother-tongue language
policy and the erasure of dialects in today’s Singapore. In ways both humorous and
heartbreaking, Grandmother Tongue explores how our identities are bound up with the
languages that we use and the ones that we lose.
About Wild Rice: Founded in 2000 by Ivan Heng, an internationally acclaimed and award-winning
theatre practitioner, Wild Rice is recognised today as one of Singapore’s leading professional
theatre companies.
Wild Rice's mission is to provide an open forum for the shared experience of theatre: celebrating
their diversity; reflecting on the problems and possibilities of our times; and presenting
productions that inspire, challenge, and entertain.
A commitment to the highest standards informs every aspect of Wild Rice’s creative work, which is
first and foremost a celebration of Singapore’s theatrical talent. By producing and touring
productions that are distinctively local in flavour and yet universal in vision and concerns, Wild Rice
creates memorable experiences for audiences in Singapore and across the world.

2:30 PM
(SGT,GMT+8)

AROUND THE WORLD SPOTLIGHT (NETHERLANDS):
MANDARIN TREE CHINESE SCHOOL PLAYGROUP SESSION
Storytelling with Mandarin Tree Chinese School: Join Karen 老师 [Laoshi; Teacher] in the
Netherlands as she narrates a local story in Chinese for your little learners
Play a game with Mandarin Tree Chinese School: Join Karen 老师 [Laoshi] she shares a game
for you and your young ones to play together and learn Chinese
Get crafty with Mandarin Tree Chinese School: Time to get crafty! Follow along as
Karen 老师 [Laoshi] takes you and your children on an arts and craft session.
Print these craft and flashcard materials for your kids before tuning into the session!
Bio: Karen Lees-Tang, also known as Karen老师 [Laoshi], is the founder is the founder of
Mandarin Tree Chinese school in the Netherlands. As a qualified Chinese teacher with 4 years of
Chinese language teaching training in the National Institute of Education (Singapore), 3 years of
English and Psychology degree training and 7 years of teaching experience in a primary school in
Singapore, the Chinese language is in her blood.
She moved to the Netherlands from Singapore in 2013 is currently living in Haarlem. Being abroad
made her realise the importance of passing on the knowledge of Chinese language and culture to
her children as it is integral to their cultural identity. With most of the Chinese schools in the
Netherlands focusing on rote learning, she decided to start Mandarin Tree Chinese school with a
fun, interactive and creative style of teaching as she believes that children learn best through play.

2:50 PM
(SGT,GMT+8)

AROUND THE WORLD SPOTLIGHT (HONG KONG):
BUNGA SAYANG BY SINGAPORE INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL (HONG KONG)
Listen to a modern rendition of ‘Bunga Sayang’ by students from the Singapore International
School (Hong Kong).
Bunga Sayang was composed by Dick Lee and the Peranakan folk music is a theme song
from his musical "Kampong Amber". The song was an often-sung staple of the National Day
Parade. It captures the narrative of an equatorial Singapore, a home with love and hope
for all.

3:00 PM
(SGT,GMT+8)

AROUND THE WORLD SPOTLIGHT (AUSTRALIA):
STORYTELLING WITH DEVI PALANISAMY
Story of Sang Nila Utama - Calling all little adventurers! Join Devi Palanisamy in Melbourne
for this fun and engaging storytelling session on how Singapura got its name.
Attack of the Swordfish - “Next stop, Redhill”. Devi Palanisamy shares the legend of Redhill
bilingually in English and Tamil, of how one brave young boy saved our little island with
his wit.
Bio: Dee (Durgah Devi) Palanisamy is a passionate Storyteller and is fascinated by all kinds of
stories across the world. Dee is an avid advocate of the Arts and enjoys Drama, Theatre and
Storytelling. She is a Speech and Drama Educator with more than a decade of experience in
the field.
After migrating to Melbourne in 2016, Dee founded Deelightfultales, a storytelling company that
aims to renew the oral traditions of the spoken word.

3:15 PM
(SGT,GMT+8)

AROUND THE WORLD SPOTLIGHT (GERMANY):
SINGAPORE, OR AS I REMEMBER IT
Singaporean students from the Robert Schumann Hochschule in Germany perform their
own classical medley of hit National Day songs.

3:30 PM
(SGT,GMT+8)

AROUND THE WORLD SPOTLIGHT (AUSTRALIA):
A TASTE OF HOME WITH PAMELIA CHIA
Join chef Pamelia Chia, author of cookbook Wet Market to Table and founder of
Singapore Noodles, as she reflects on how living abroad in Australia has strengthened her
Singaporean identity and prepares a heartwarming bowl of Mee Soto.
Bio: Pamelia Chia is a Singaporean born and raised chef, based in Melbourne. She graduated
with an Honors’ degree in Food Science and Technology but decided to trade in her lab coat for
chef whites. She has since worked in restaurants in Singapore and Australia, including
Candlenut and Carlton Wine Room.
In 2019, she published the cookbook Wet Market to Table to encourage young Singaporeans to
return to the wet markets and to be excited by regional produce. The book became a national
bestseller and is currently in its fourth print.
The celebration and preservation of Singapore’s food heritage being her passion, she launched
Singapore Noodles in 2020 as a go-to destination for anyone to discover real Singaporean food.

3:45 PM
(SGT,GMT+8)

DISCOVER SINGAPORE WALKING TOURS:
SUNSET AT EAST COAST PARK
We explore Singapore's famous attractions, enjoy delicious local food, and check out sights
and sounds in Singapore that our global SGN community has voted for.
In the last part of our tour, we enjoy the sunset sights of East Coast Park from the
signature Big Splash to a crowd favourite – East Coast Lagoon Food Centre.

4:15 PM
(SGT,GMT+8)

AROUND THE WORLD SPOTLIGHT (UK):
STANDING TOGETHER, HEART TO HEART
This original production which celebrates Singapore’s multicultural diversity and
explores what it means to be Singaporean, is proudly brought to you by a collective of
9 Singaporean creatives from the UK. Hailing from various backgrounds in the performing
arts – these creatives share a common love for Singapore, which
they continue to call home.
On vocals:
Actor/Singer Benjamin Wong & Windson Liong, accompanied by Concert Pianist Churen Li
Spoken Word Poem by:
Theatre practitioner and Spoken Word Artist Varshini Pichemuthu
Ten Thousand Eight Hundred & Ninety-One Kilometres Away segment by:
Theatre-makers Maryam Noorhimli, Harris Albar, and Directed by Mohamad Faizal Abdullah
Produced & Curated by:
Nur Khairiyah & Jasmine Teo

REGISTER

NOW

www.go.gov.sg/sgathome

